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Appearance

Feet

Door lock 

Face scan camera

21.5 inch touch screen

Door of cup 

LED light box

Spring

Pallet

Cup lid door

Wheel

Glass door

Push board



Appearance

Glass door PC

Canister 

21.5 inch touch screen 

Nozzle commponent

Cover of LED light box

cup door

Wheels

Mixing commponent

UV steralization

Cup holder

Speing slot

Cup pathway

12VLED

Coffee bean house

Adjustable cup dispenser

Feet

Snack holder



Appearance

Power box

Water chiller

Dehumidifier

Power cord

UV Sterlization

accessory powder motor

Brewing component

Boiler

Exhaust pipe

Drive board
Water tank

Grinder motor

electromagnetic valve

Grounded line

electromagnetic valve



Appearance

Water chiller（Optional)

Switch of water outlet

Power switch 

Flow meter

Diaphragm pump Water outlet

water input

Power switch



Installation requirements

Please confirm the safety precautions and conditions again before installation, and install 
the equipment in strict accordance with the following steps:

as the picture shows：

1.Please maker sure all feet land when place the machine；
2.Adjust the feet clockwise and counterclockwise to make sure the machine parallel                                                                             

to the ground according to gradienter.
3.Cut cable tie of the power line and insert it into a special power socket connected 

with ground cabel.
4.If you need extend the power line, it must operated by electrician(ground cable must 

be used).
5.Switch on the power supply and turn on the power swch, if there is a buzzer, it is into 

the working state 



To Open the Front Door

 1. Insert the corresponding key into the keyhole of the lock handle and turn the key 

anticlockwise. 

2. Push the button below the handle so that the handle pops out. Hold and turn the handle 

anticlockwise and pull out the door. 

3.Attention: the movement of twist and pull should be made simultaneously.

1 2 3



To Insert the Simi Card into PC

1.Preparing a Simi card like figure 3 before opening the door.

2.Find out the card slot(figure 1)

3.Pull out the card slot and install the simi card.

1 2 3



Hold the coffee bean 
house with both 

hands.

Lift it until it is 
out of its

Take out the 
coffee bean house 

carefully

To Load Coffee Beans(Coffee Machine）



Hold the coffee 
bean house with 

both hands.

Open the lid. Pour coffee bean 
into it.

To Load Coffee Beans(Coffee Machine）



Attention:

Aim the hooks 
behind the bean 
house,

at the 
corresponding 
holes outside the 
machine.

Ensure the hooks 
should be in their 
respective holes.

To Load Coffee Beans(Coffee Machine）



To Load Coffee Beans(Coffee Machine）

Pinch the shield of 
the coffee bean

Pull out the shield.



Hold the nozzle. Turn the nozzle at 12 
o’clock position.

To Load Instant Powder(Coffee Machine ）



Hold and lift the nozzle in 
the front of the canister 
until the part circled has 
been detached. Take out the canister. Add powder into the canister.

Place the canister the other 
way round in place.

Return the position of the 
nozzle.

Suggestion: After 
adding powder, 
please label the 
canister accordingly 
in order not to get 
confused next time.

To Load Instant Powder(Coffee Machine ）



To Load Cups(Coffee Machine ）

Put cups above the cup 
dispenser components.

Place them into the cup 
dispenser.

Take off the lid of the 
cup holder.

It is finished as shown 
below.

Attention: Avoid crushing cups while 
adding them into cup holder.



To Load Lids(COffee Machine）

Hook the finger into the hole of 
the door of lid dispenser. Pull open the door

Note: add the front several LIDS one by one (5 or so), in case 
the lid is not added properly



Hold the lids ins ide the 
machine (if there are) not 
t o l e t t h e m d r o p b y 
accident using one hand 

and use the other hand to 
stack lids onto them.

It’s done as shown in the 
picture below. Close the door.

To Load Lids(COffee Machine）

Note: add the front several LIDS one by one (5 or so), in case the lid is not added properly



Installation of Bottled Water（Coffee Machine）

Place a bottled 
water into the 

machine and open 
it.

Stick the pipe into 
the bottled water.

Use a tissue to 
wipe the pipe.

It’s done.

Attention：
3 bottles of water are needed for the 
following use: 
1. 2 for the coffee maker. 
2. 1 for the ice maker.



Cleaning and Washing of the 
Mixing Components

   1.Detach the nozzle above the mixing 
bowl. 

2.Pinch the upper part of the mixing 
bowl to separate and remove it.

Cleaning and Washing of the Mixing 
Components

Hold the mixing bowl, lift it slightly and 
unfasten it by turning it anticlockwise.

0Routine Maintenance(Coffee Machine） 



To Detach and Install the Brewer
1. Unscrew the water pipe 
head labelled with 4 as 
shown and pull out the pipe 
labelled with 3 in the 
direction shown. 
2. Untighten the screws with 
label 1 and 2 by turning 
them anticlockwise. 
3. Hold and pull out the 
entire brewer with care as 
shown in the picture below

1. Aim the hole 8 at the hole 
6, 10 at 7, 9 at pin 5. Note 
that, along with the wheel, 
the hole 9 is adjustable in 
which the pin 5 fits better. 
2. When they are all in place, 
twist and tighten the screw 1 
and 2 in the opposite 
direction. 3. Test the function 
of the brewer and it is all 
finished.

Routine Maintenance(Coffee Machine） 



1.When replenish, pull out the pallet and replenish inside out.

2.Different spring for different goods and the begining of the spring need to adujust.

The specific steps please learn followung pictures.

To replenish goods： (Vending Machine)



Spring 
Slot

Goods get 
stuck

 the front end of the spring is cocked,please reset the 
goods.
 The selling goods not meet the machine’s slot size, 
please replace the selling goods.
 The orientation of the front end of the spring is 
wrong, correct the orientation of the orientation of 
the spring

Often 
drop 

goods

 The selling goods not meet the machine’s slot size, 
please replace the selling goods.

 Spring spiral test 3 times, if the motor’s rotation 
angle more tan 360°, please replace the motor.
 Spring spiral test, if the whole layer of spring rotate 
or with the smae tail number motor rorate, please 
replace driver board.

Not out 
goods

 Pallet connecting wire is loose.

 The moter connecting poirt is loose.
 The spring is disconnected from the moter, please 
reset.

 Something wrong on moter, please replace the moter.

1
2

3

4

5

To replenish goods： (Vending Machine)



To replenish goods:
1、After opening the door, lift up the black plastic clip at the yellow arrow in picture 1, and pull out the pallet at the 
same time.
2、Release the pallet after it has been pulled to the maximum position. The rules for placing drinks are as follows:
      1)The bottom of the drinks bottle is down, and the mouth of the bottle is placed back
      2)Place the drinks in the latter two positions first (yellow line positions 1 and 2 in the picture). Then push the 
pallet into the box a little bit
        Then place other drinks (the positions of the yellow lines 3, 4, and 5 in the picture)
     3)If the goods are insufficient, the order of placement will be added in the order of 5, 4, and 3.
3、After replenishing the goods, push the pallet inward to the end, and clamp the two black plastic buckles in 
Figure 1 to the pallet to prevent the pallet from falling
Matters need attention：
1、It is strictly forbidden to push the pallet into the guide rail after it is fully filled.
2、When the added goods are higher than the interval between the upper and lower pallets, the customer needs to 
manually adjust the pallet interval. Before adjustment, it needs to be based on the level of drinks sold and plan your 
drinks placement.
3、550ml beverage should be placed correctly according to the position of yellow line 1, and the other 4 bottles 
should be placed with the bottle mouth downward and the bottle bottom backward

Common 
cargo lane 
type

3 turns double 
springs

5 turns single 
spring

8 turns single 
spring

8 turns 
double 
spring

12turns 
single spring

15 turns 
single spring       

Kinds of selling
instant noodlesd、
large item category

drink、food food、bread food
food、

cigarettes
cigarettes、

snack

To Replenish Goods(Vending Machine） ：



1.Grasp the front end of the spring and pull away to disengage the screw shaft from the shaft slot.

2. Turn left/right spring When the screw shaft pull away from the shaft slot. 

3. Fixing the spring clip to the bottom, then find out the gap and make the spring out of the gap to remove the 
spring.

4. Spring installed into the slot when exchange install.

5.Push in the spring positioning point corresponding to the opening of the motor card slot, grab the front end 
of the spring and rotate it counterclockwise until the spring positioning point is in place.

Notes：After Exchanging, spring must be tested more than 3 times.

To Install/Remove Spring(Vending Machine）



Pallet adjustment:
1、Remove/install pallet
1)Before remove the pallet, unplug the wire lug on the right rail of the pallet, as shown in Figure 1
2)Lift up the black plastic clip at the yellow arrow in Figure 1, and pull out the pallet at the same time
2)After pulling the pallet to the maximum position, raise the front of the pallet and pull out the pallet at the 
same time, as shown in Figure 2
3)Keep the front of the pallet high and the back low, and then lift the pallet upwards, so that the pallet rollers 
are free from the guide rails, and the pallet can be taken out.(note the pallet control line)
4)When installing, first put the pallet rollers into the guide rail gap
5)After the pallet is put in, keep the front high and back low, push the pallet into the guide rail, and make the 
pallet stopper snap into the guide rail.
6)Push the pallet in to the end, and clamp the two black plastic clips in Figure 3 to the pallet to prevent the 
pallet from falling
2、Adjust the height of pallet.
1)After the pallet is removed, use a large Phillips screwdriver to remove the 4 screws at the yellow arrows in 
Figure 3, and keep it.
2)Move the left and right rails up/down to a certain scale and fix them with screws
3)After the pallet height is adjusted, put the pallet back  

1 432

To Adjust Pallet(up and down)(Vending Machine） 



1.Pull out the front of the pallet, pinch the corresponding cable port buckle, unplug the pallet cable port, remove 

the pallet, and place it in a position that does not affect the operation.

2.Use 6mm electronic screwdriver insert the cross groove, and then remove tapping screws by rotating 

counterclockwise.(both right and left have one ) Pull out the guide rail from the card slot, and then adjust it 

according to the required height of the item

3.When operating, pay attention to the corresponding adjustment of the left and right guide rails. If you are not 

sure, you can count the fixed holes on the left and right sides to determine the parallelism of the pallet.

4.After the operation is completed, put the pallet into the front of the guide rail, and plug in the pallet connection 

cable port (note: the connection cable must be stored and passed through the inside of the guide rail)   

To Adjust Pallet(up and down)(Vending Machine） 



1 2 3

1. First remove the pallets of the fourth, fifth and sixth layers, and then remove the 
retaining boards, as shown in Figure 1
2. Remove the screws from the refrigerator front baffle and remove the front baffle, as 
shown in Figure 2
3. The refrigerator has a handle at the upper right corner of the upper left corner. 
When it is lifted up and pulled out, the refrigeration unit is taken out as shown in 
Figure 3

To Remove Refrigeration Units(Vending Machine) 



The above picture shows the refrigeration unit. The position outlined by the red line is the 

condenser port. When the compressor is turned on for a period of time, the condenser port 

needs to be cleaned (generally, the condenser port needs to be cleaned every 2-3 months 

after the refrigerator is running)

The cleaning steps are as follows:

Knock off the dust and clean it up, and use a dry brush to clean the left condensate flake 

dust off

To Clean Condensation Outlet(Vending Machine) 



    After the preparations are done, insert the power plug into the three-wire grounding 

socket, turn on the power switch on the back of the machine to turn on the machine, and 

the screen will enter the system startup interface. When the machine is turned on for the 

first time, it must be exhausted. After the machine is turned on, there will be a situation in 

which it is not necessary to exhaust. If the machine is turned on for the first time, you need 

to click here to exhaust the boiler, which is generally discharged to the normal position of 

the water outlet.

Turn on the Machine and Exhaust

Intruction for Use



Intruction for Use

After exhausting air, it will directly enter the use state. If it is connected to the 
Internet and in a wireless network, it will display wireless network area network, 
and the actual SIM card will display 3G4G network.



Intruction for Use

If need to purchase products, please select product first, and then 

select payment method(Left:snacks, Right:coffee)



Intruction for Use

Purchase and enter mode interface

To enter the mode, first 

find the mode button 

(MODE) to enter the 

debug mode

Notes：This menu is generally used 
by administrator replenishers

When purchasing, 
please select the 
product to enter the 
payment page, and the 
corresponding picture 
of QR code will appear. 
If you do not need to 
purchase, please click 
back twice.



The Instroduction of Main Interface

Intruction for Use

1

10

76

5

4
3

2

8 9

Explanation：
1、Exit: click to exit the software and enter the Android 
system.
2、Device ID: the only identification number for the 
machine.
3、Operator Name: The network status shows the 
operator name
4、Payee: The network status displays the name of the 
operator's public account collection
5、Show the statue of Mobile QR Code Payment System.
6、Continue sale: back to sales interface
7、About Soaftware: This shows the statue of the host 
computer and lower computer.
8、User: Click to display replenishment statues.
9、Admin: Click to show function of managing.
10、Exit: Click to exit main interface and enter Android 
system

Notes: This manue show is for the function of 
replenishemnt. Please contact the adminstrator when 
need to change it.



Intruction for Use

About Software

After entering this menu in the online state, check whether there is a new 
version. If there is, click to download and update the installation. After the 
installation is complete, click on the Eile Vending Machine APP to enter the 
mode first to check whether the new version is consistent with the local 
version.

Notes：This menu is a new program of the company's system that has 
been upgraded and linked to the backend website. It is recommended 
that customers upgrade and use

This shows lower 
computer’s software 
version number 



Intruction for Use

User：commodity mangements（combo machine）

1.Product name and 

product price: Click adding 

goods to add product price 

and name 2.Deleting all 

items: means cancle all 

goods item in the manue.

3.Click on a cancle to 

delete this single product

4.Click on a product 

modification item to 

change the price and name 

of this product

5.download the goods:Click 

to get the goods item from 

background.(This item 

requires networking）

Notes：This menu is the replenishment management 
function. When the customer needs to modify it, it is 
recommended to contact the administrator



Intruction for Use

User：Container B commodity cargo lane settings

This page is for the 
function of editting and 
also the page for checking 
the inventory.
This item is the maximum 
storage , click replenish to 
become as maximum 
storage 
When edit some pallets, 
every pallet has function 
of editing.

This item is to click to query the 
remaining quantity of goods in a cargo 
lane

This item is click to cancle the product 
sale in the spring slot.

This item is click to make this same as 
the last spring slot.

Click select to 
select all goods 
sale in this 
spring slot.

Notes：This menu is the replenishment management function. 
When the customer needs to modify it, it is recommended to 
contact the administrator



Intruction for Use

Notes: This menu is for replenishment management. 
If you need to modify it, contact the administrator

1. Product name commodity Price The 
product type and price are not added on the 
equipment. Enter and click Add product to 
add it
2. To delete the formula means to delete all 
the following products
3. Click on a delete to delete the single item
4. Click a product modification item to modify 
the price and name of the product
5. Formula is to adjust the drink formula
6. Download the formula, and click it to get the 
product added in the background (this 
requires equipment networking)

User：Replenishment of goods of A



Intruction for Use

Notes: This menu is for replenishment 
management. If you need to modify it, 
contact the administrator

User: Replenishment of goods(Drink formula Setting)

Notes：Turn on the water 
chiller when you need cold 
drink.



Instruction for Use

Admin

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12

Explanation：
1、This item is for adding slave locker 
(Passcode:352356）
2、This item is for adjusting up and down of 
the pallets.
3、This is for checking the sales record.
4、This is the item for collecting money for 
customers.
5、Specilal function of the vending machine.
6、For testing spring slot.
7、Testing slave locker
8、checking and trouble clearing
9、Item for advertising
10、Serial port
11、The item for adjusting temperarure and 
humidity.
12、The skin for the page.

Notes：This menu is the replenishment 
management function. When the customer needs to 
modify it, it is recommended to contact the 
administrator



Intruction for Use

Admin

Click “□” of B slave locker to enter the password 
352356 and click “sure” to finish.



Admin：A

This is the machine’s 
setting.

This is the canisters 
amout

This is for saving the testing 
statue.

Notes:This page is foebiden to modify.

Intruction for Use



The Instruction of the Machine

Admin：B

1, This item is for testing spring.

2,This is for adjusting whtether install elevator or not.

3,This is for adjusting the number of pallets.

4,Click it to preserve the adjustment statue.

This is for the set of each pallet like pallet number, 
maxium replenishment number and the type of 
spring slot.

Notes：Modification of this menu 
parameter is prohibited

1 2 3 4



The Instruction of the Machine

Admin：Sales Record Research 

Notes：This manue is for customer 
checking sales record.

Sales record: The total quantity and total 
amount, success and failure records (the 
selection here is generally data within a 
month, you can choose the start time 
and end time, the interval is the 
beginning and end of a month

The details of sales record.



The Instruction of the Machine

Admin：Payment Options

1
2
3
4

5 6
7

8
9 10

11
12
13 14

15

Explanation：

1、Choose the default payment method 

2、Enable free mode(optionaal)

3、Enable cash payment function(optional)

4、Enable Alipay payment function(optional) 

5、Enable Wechat payment funcction(optional)

6、Enable Mobile QR Code Payment function(optional)

7、Enable UnionPay business function, (optional)

8、Enable pickup code function(optional)

9、Enable ID Card Reader Payment function(optional)

10、Enable ID Card Reader Payment(optional)

11、Enable face swiping function(optional)

12、Enable VISA payment function(optional)

13、Enable third party (POS) function(optional)

14、Enable third party (ID card reader)function(optional)

Notes：This manue is the optional function, 
When the customer needs to modify it, it is 
recommended to contact the administrator.



The Instruction of the Machine

Admin：Snake Machine Advanced Setteings

1

11

8

13

2

12

10
9

7

6

5
4
3

Explanation：

1、The type of machine，Optinal function, Please contact administrator when need 

modify.

2、Sales interface style，Optinal function, Please contact administrator when need 

modify.

3、Payment interface style，Optinal function, Please contact administrator when 

need modify.

4、The number of each spring slot of vending machine，Optinal function, Please 

contact administrator when need modify.

5、Optional function, Please contact administrator when need modify.

6、Receipt priter，Optinal function, Please contact administrator when need 

modify.

7、Optional function, Please contact administrator when need modify.

8、Optional function, Please contact administrator when need modify.

9、Optional function, Please contact administrator when need modify.

10、Optional function, Please contact administrator when need modify.

11、Optional function, Please contact administrator when need modify.

12、This is for reseeting device ID，the passcod e is 352356，please contact 

administrator when need modify.

13、This item is for cancling the data, it is forbiden to use.

Notes：It is forbidden to modify the parameters of 
this menu. If you need to modify it, please contact 

the administrator.



Admin：Snake Machne Test

This is for choosing locker and pallet’s set.

This is for choosing the number of layer and each 
layer’s motor, for testing all motors.

This is for testing one of motors 

Testing detaills

This is the detail informastion about failures of 
outing goods.

Notes：This menu is usually for testing goods out 
or there are something wrong on screen clicking

Intruction for Use



Admin：Advanced Setteings（Coffee Vending 
Machine）

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

9
8

Explanation:
1.The maxium and minum 
temperature.
2.The setting about clean machine 
after how many cups.
3.This is optional function,If you 
need to modify it, please contact the 
administrator.
4.This is optional function,If you 
need to modify it, please contact the 
administrator.
5.This is optional function,If you 
need to modify it, please contact the 
administrator.
6.This is optional function,If you 
need to modify it, please contact the 
administrator.
7.This is optional function,If you 
need to modify it, please contact the 
administrator.
8.This is optional function,If you 
need to modify it, please contact the 
administrator.
9.This is optional function,If you 
need to modify it, please contact the 
administrator.

Notes:This is optional function,If you need to 
modify it, please contact the administrator.

Intruction for Use



Admin:Coffee Machine Caniste management

This is for the sugar setting

This is for changing the canister’s  
name.

Notes:This is optional function,If you need to 
modify it, please contact the administrator.

Intruction for Use



Admin：Coffee Machine Test

This page is for testing when machine is wrong.

Notes:This is optional function,If you need to 
modify it, please contact the administrator.

Intruction for Use



Admin：Locker Machine Test

Choosing A or B

This is for choosing the number of layer and each 
layer’s motor, for testing all motors.

For testing one of layers.

The test details.

The detail information about failures of outing goods.

Notes：This menu is usually for testing goods out 
or there are something wrong on screen clicking

Intruction for Use



Faulty Track：Faulty management

Removing all faulty track

The detail of faulty includes the detail 
resons.

Notes：This menu use when the machine 
meet songthing wrong. Please remove all 
faulty after solving all  faults.

Intruction for Use



Admin：Addvertising

The introduction of setting and 
indstalling  of advertising.

The set of standby advertising.

The sales interface advertising settings.

Notes：This manue is the optional function, When 
the customer needs to modify it, it is recommended 
to contact the administrator

Intruction for Use



Admin：Serial Port Config(Professional Use)

Notes：Modification of this menu 
parameter is prohibited. Please contact 
adminstrator when need modify.

The set of serial port’s modification is 
forbiden. Please contact adminstrator 
when need modify.

Intruction for Use



Admin：Temperature Controller set

This menu is for adjusting the temperature of 

the refrigerator. After adjusting the 

temperature, click “set temperature” and 

“set defrosting” to finish all steps.

Notes：This menu is for adjusting the 
temperature of frerigerator. Please 
Contact adminstrator when need 
modify.

Intruction for Use



Instruction for Use

Admin：Skin Setting

This menu is for adjusting the skin of sales 
interface. When customer need modify, please 
contact with adminstrator.

Notes:This menu is for adjusting the skin of 
sales interface. When customer need 
modify, please contact with adminstrator.



The installation of SIM card
1

5

4 3

2

Power off the device first
1, unscrew the antenna and find the place where the 
card is inserted
2, find a thin thing such as ballpoint pen insert into 
the card slot on the right of the yellow point, press 
down
3. Remove the card slot
4, put the prepared flow card into the card slot
5. Insert the slot of the card into the industrial 
computer, connect the antenna, and start it

Networking 



The networking connection of the PC.

1 3

1. Find the mode switch and press the mode when the device is in normal use
2. Click exit program after entering mode
3. After exiting the program, enter the Android screen and find the Settings
4. Click on the Settings and find the wireless network switch. Turn on the switch and 
the system will automatically search for nearby wireless networks.

Notes: Before adding a wireless network, know the account and password of the 
wireless network to be added

2

Networking



Recip

No. of Canister 6 (coffee bean) 1 (black tea 2 (milk foam) 3 (flat white) 4 (cocoa 
powder)

5 (sugar 
powder)

No. of beverage Name (No. of canister) Amount (s) Water (mL) Time of Mixing Water (mL)

Beverage 1 Latte Macchiato

2 5 100 0

230ML
6 50 0
6 50 0
4 1 30 0

Beverage 2 Espresso Macchiato

6 50 0

230ML
2 3 50 0
4 2 50 0
6 50 0
5 1 30 0

Beverage 3 Coffee Latte

2 3 80 0

230ML
6 60 0
6 60 0
5 1 30 0

Beverage 4 Cappuccino

6 50 0

230ML
2 3 100 0
6 50 0
5 1 30 0

Beverage 5 Latte Macchiato

2 5 100 0

230ML
6 50 0
6 50 0
5 1 30 0

Beverage 6 Chocolate Milk
4 5 100 0

230ML2 5 100 0
5 1 30 0

.Ingredients（Coffee Machine）



Beverage 7 Espresso
6 50 0

130ML6 50 0

5 1 30 0

Beverage 8 Black Tea 1 5 200 0
230ML

5 1 30 0

Beverage 9 Milk Tea
2 3 100 0

220ML1 2 90 0
5 1 30 0

Beverage 10 Chocolate Latte

6 50 0

230ML
2 3 70 0
4 1 30 0
6 50 0
5 1 30 0

Beverage 11 Americano
6 100 0

230ML6 100 0
5 3 30 0

Beverage 12 Chocolate 
Espresso

4 2 40 0

170ML
6 50 0
6 50 0
5 1 30 0

.Ingredients（Coffee Machine）



Beverage 13 Flat White
3 5 200 0

150ML
5 1 30 0

Beverage 14 Hot Chocolate
4 6 200 0

230ML
5 1 30 0

Beverage 15 Hot Milk
2 5 200 0

230ML
5 1 30 0

Beverage 16 Hot Water

1 110 0

230ML

2 30 0

3 30 0

4 30 0

5 30 0

.Ingredients（Coffee Machine）



Instruction of Background Operation

http://ylvm.levending.net/ylvm/login.jsp;jsessionid=0F07D10F775D18C267990BC4AB8F8888

1. Homepage of Background Operation:



63

Instruction of Background Operation

2.Personal Center



Instruction of Background Operation



3.Pay Unit

Instruction of Background Operation



Instruction of Background Operation



Instruction of Background Operation



Instruction of Background Operation



Instruction of Background Operation



Instruction of Background Operation



Instruction of Background Operation



4.User Management

Instruction of Background Operation



Instruction of Background Operation
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5.Equipment
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6.Sales Record
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Installation of Operating System

Power up 
the device 
first

Click the 6 circles at the 
bottom of the interface 
after factory reset, enter 
the picture above and 
click OK

Click on settings Click on the date and 
time settings, and tick 
the Use 24-hour mode

Click Security Settings, 
tick Unknown Sources 
and confirm to 
complete as shown 
above:

Click the version number 
five to six times in a row 
and the developer 
options will appear as 
shown above

Click on the USB 
debugging check box to 
confirm the completion as 
shown above



Second Step：(Installat Software)

Copy the installtion package to the U disk and then insert the U disk into the USB port of the industrial computer.

Insert the U disk with the program into the USB port and open the file management
Click the [File Management] application in the application, click the selection column "/mnt/sdcard" in the second 
row of the "File Management", and after the columns are expanded, select "mnt"; or directly click the selection 
column "/mnt/sdcard" "Up" arrow to return to "mnt".
Then click "udisk" or "usbdisk_1.1.1" to install the software in turn.

1.Install the "push software" vmpush_Vxxx.apk, click Finish when the installation is complete, please click 
this button] button to exit the program.

3.Install the "main program" vmself _V xxx.apk, [Open] the program.

Third step：hide bottom navigation bar
hide bottom navigation bar: In the [Settings] function, [Display] [Full Screen Display] √, the 
screen will restart after the prompt "The device needs to be restarted for the setting to take 
effect" after selecting "OK".

Fourth step：Other
1.Show or hide the function bar

Display function bar: In the [Settings] function, [Display][Full screen display] √Remove it, 
and the screen will restart after the prompt "Restart the device for the setting to take effect" and 
select "OK".

Hide the function bar: [Display][Full screen display] √ in the [Settings] function, it 
prompts "The device needs to be restarted for the settings to take effect", and the screen restarts 
after selecting "OK".

Installation of Operating System



Common Issues and Solutions

Common Issues and Solutions

Number Issues Reasons Solutions Note

1 Beverages cannot 
run.

1. The recipe may not be set properly. 1、Adjust the recipe of beverage. 　

2. Water pipe or powder pipe may be chocked.

1、Clear water pipe and powder 
pipe regularly to ensure smooth 
flow of beverage.

　

2、If the grinding components are 
choked, please change the 
decompression valve.

　

2
磨豆超时

1. The grinding engine may be choked by things like 
coffee beans. 

1. Check whether there is any 
foreign body stuck. If so, dispose 
of them timely.

　

2. Check whether there is any foreign body stuck. If 
so, dispose of them timely

1.Check the bean house’s switch is open. 　

3. The power cord of the grinding engine may not 
be connected properly.

1. Check whether all the wires are 
connected to the grinding engine 
and see if there is any broken part.

　

4. The grinding drive board may not be functioning.

1. Check whether the voltage of 
the grinding engine is normal. If it 
is normal, then there is no need of 
replacement.

　

2. Change the grinding engine. 　

3 Powders cannot run.

1. The electromagnet may not be working normally.

1. Check whether the wire is 
connected properly. 
2. Change the electromagnet of 
the electromagnet of powder.

　

2. The canister may be choked by powder. 1Check whether there are powder 
in falling powder component.

　

3. The micro switch of the powder components may 
be broken. 1.Replace the macro switch 　



4 Brew timed out

1. The brewer may be stuck with powder and 
the parts may be dislocated

1. Check whether the brewer is stuck with 
powder. If the powder is stuck, clean it up 
directly. If it is misplaced, you need to 
disassemble the brewer and reassemble it.

　

2.Maybe there is something wrong on brewing 
motor.

1. Check whether the wire ends are falling 
off or loose.                 2. Check the brewing 
motor. There are two micro switches on the 
brewing motor. Some microswitches may 
move up, and you need to use a tool to 
fold them down a little.

　

3.Maybe there are something wrong on brewing 
motor 1.Replace brewer motor. 　

4. The grinding bean driver board is not 
powered

1.Detect whether there is 220V voltage 
output when grinding the beans, no need 
to replace the grinding driver board

　

5. Too much powder gets stuck 1. Adjust the storage capacity of the falling 
powder electromagnet

　

6. Grinding beans too finely, the coffee grounds 
cannot be discharged

1. Adjust the fineness of the grinding 
beans

　

5 The moving nozzle 
work unproperly.

1. Test the moving nozzle to see whther it can 
move.

1. If the nozzle does not move, replace the 
nozzle moving motor

Test whether it has 
12V DC

2.To test the moving nozzle move to it right 
place. 2.Clean the moving nozzle Check for loose wires

3.To test if the moving nozzle has action. 3,Replace moving nozzle micro switch 　

6 Temperature 
sensor is broken

1. Check whether the sensor wire is loose 1. Re-plug the temperature sensor cable 　

2.Checking the temperature of boiler

1. When the boiler temperature is too high, 
turn off the machine, unplug one of the 
boiler heating wires, turn on the exhaust 
gas until the boiler temperature reaches 
normal temperature, turn off the machine, 
plug in the heating wire, and turn it on.     
2.Checking if the wire on driver board is 
loose.

　

3. Replace the temperature sensor 　

Common Issues and Solutions



7 Machine has no 
Internet

1. The SIM card may be in arrears 1. Recharge the SIM card. 　

2.Is the SIM card broken 1.Replace the SIM card. 　

3. The PC may not be able to read the 
network 1. The signal is too weak 　

4. The antenna may not be plugged in 
properly

1. Check whether the network cable 
and antenna are loose.

　

5. There may be a problem with the card slot 
of the PC 1.Replace the PC 　

8 Cannot pay by Alipay 
or Wechat Pay

1. Network and signal problems 1.Check whether the network is normal 
and the signal is fluently.

　

2. There may be no background binding
1. Perform background binding and 
bind the machine ID to the background 
management.

　

3. The payee and public account information 
may not be bound

1. To bind the information of the payee, 
you need to provide various 
information of the payee according to 
the sales process.

　

9 Machine has no 
power

1. The machine may be out of power at the 
power supply.

1. Check whether there is electricity at 
the power connection of the machine.

　

2. The connectors at both ends of the power 
cord may be loose

1. Check whether the wire ends in the 
power box of the machine are loose. 
2. Check if the filter wire is loose

　

3. The switching power supply box may be 
damaged

1. Measure whether the power supply 
box has voltage output, and replace 
the corresponding power supply box

　

10
There is static 

electricity at the sheet 
metal of the machine

1. Whether the machine is grounded
1. Check whether the machine socket 
has three-phase power, if not, connect 
the ground wire behind the machine.

　

2. The machine may leak electricity
1. Check whether there is a loose wire 
inside the machine that causes the 
machine to leak.

　

Common Issues and Solutions



11 Screen flicker

1.The machine may not be connected to the 
ground wire

1.Connect the machine to 
ground wire

　

2. The screen may not be connected to the 
ground wire

1.Connect the PC to ground 
wire

　

12 No cup

1. To check whether there are cups in the dispenser. 1.Add paper cup 　

2.To clean the dispenser.
2.Rellace the dispenser if there are sitll 
no cup dispensing.

　

13 Cup dispensing time out

1,Maybe the paper cup is stuck
1.Replace the paper cup. 　

2. The length of the sensor line is too long or to short. 1.Adjust the length of the cup sensor. 　

3.The cup sidpenser is broken. 1.Replace the cup dispenser. 　

14 Cup rotating time out

1. To check whether there are cups in the dispenser. 1.Add paper cup. 　

2.Restart the machine to check wether the cup holder 
rotating

2.Replace the paper cup. 　

15 Not take the cup away

1.To check whether tehre cup at the cup door. 1.Take the cup away cup door. 　

2Check whether there are foreign things at the cup 
door.

2.Clean the 　

 3.Check the cup sensor

3.Adjust the cup sensor 　

4.Replace the cup sensor 　

Common Issues and Solutions



16 Flowmeter has 
something wrong

1. Check whether the water inlet of the flowmeter 
is blocked by stains

1. Unblock the flowmeter. Or 
replace

To check whether the 
sensor line is loose.

2. Check whether the solenoid 
valve is normal. 　

3. Check whether the extraction 
pump is normal 　

4.Replace the friver board. 　

17 Boiler not work

1. The temperature switch may trip.

1. Check whether the temperature 
switch has tripped. If it trips, press 
the button on the temperature 
switch directly.

　

2.The temperature may broken. 1.Replace the boiler.
First check whether 
the heating wire is 
inserted in place

3. The grinder driver board is not powered

1.Detect whether there is 220V 
voltage output when grinding the 
beans, no need to replace the 
grinding driver board

　

18 The powder and 
sugar can’t fall.

1. Check the sugar or powder for agglomerate 1.Clean the canister and replace 
the powder. 　

2. Check whether the sugar canister is installed 2.Restall the sugar canister. 　

3. Check whether there is 24V power supply at the 
motor power supply

3.First check whether there is 
output 24V voltage at the 24V 
low-voltage driver board of the 
switching power supply box, if not, 
it needs to be replaced

When test ing,  pay 
attention to whether 
t h e  m o t o r  o f  t h e 
m a t e r i a l  b o x  i s 
reversed

19 The tank cannot 
limit the water level

1. Whether the micro switch has no response.
1.Check whether the micro switch 
is broken, if it is broken, it needs 
to be replaced

　

2. There may be a problem with the floating ball 
of the water level. 1.To clean floating ball or replace. 　
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20 Water tank 
pumping timed out

1. Check whether the water bucket is short of 
water 1.Replace bucket water

2. Check whether the pump is pumping water 2.Replace water pump

21 Waste box is full.

一、Check water in waste box 1.Clean waste water box

2. Check whether the waste water floats down 2.Clean floating ball.

3.Check floating ball macro switch. 3.Replace the ma

22 Make drinks 
without water

1. Whether the extraction pump is working
1.Check whether the booster pump 
is faulty, if there is, it needs to be 
replaced

2.Check whether the instant stirring system is 
blocked.

1.The mixing system need to be 
cleaned on time.

3. Check whether the electromagnetic valve
 valve has no signs of working Replace electromagnetic valve

4. Check that the flowmeter is damaged or 
blocked 1.Clean or replace the folowmeter.

1. This table is the process method of overhauling the equipment.                                                                                                          
2. The content of this table will be continuously updated.
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The Chart for Analyzing Machine’s Fault
Fault Cause Analysis Solution Test Method

The 
Compres
sor not 
work

The air is 
abnormal on 
both sides inside 
and outside the 
box

1、Observe whether the air inlet filter is blocked, if it is, clean the filter first visual 
inspection

2、Observe whether the cooling fan of the compressor is working. If there is no 
indicat that it is broken, please replace the condensing motor

visual 
inspection

3、Observe whether the perfusion fan inside the machine is working. If it does not 
work, first check whether the starting capacitor has power. If the starting capacitor 
is damaged, replace the capacitor.

multimeter

4、If there is no problem with the capacitor, replace the perfusion motor and 
reconfirm 　

Compressor 
temperature 
setting and 
display

1、Check the temperature and other settings of the compressor. (See the manual 
for specific settings) 　

2、If the thermostat displays "LL", the temperature control line is broken, and 
replace it. 　

3、If the thermostat displays "888", it means it is damaged, replace the thermostat 
control module 　

Compressor does 
not start

1、Check if the voltage reaches AC220V eletric pan or 
multimeter

2、Check whether the startup capacitor is damaged multimeter

3、Check whether the comprossor is damaged eletric pan or 
multimeter

Compressor lacks 
Freon 1、Find the leak and make it up, add Freon R134a leak detector

Common Issues and Solutions(Vending Machine)



Pallet not 
shipping

The machie indicated fault in 
spring slot

1.It can be solved by the test of spring slot.If it can’t be solve by this 
please click “solve” 　

The pallet cable is not 
plugged in properly or has 
poor contact

1.Plug in the pallet connecting wire. 　

2、Reseat contacts 　

Motor out of order 1Replace the ,motor 　

Driverboard broken 

1.Whether the fuse is damaged, replace if damaged 　
2.The driverboard has qulity problem, replace it. 　
3.Check whether the 24V 12V power supply of the driver board is 
normal 　

Motherboard is broken 1、Check if the motherboard is broken 　

Failed to send signal
1.Check is there any damage in signal line 　

2.Check is there any looseness in the connection of the signal line. 　

There is a problem with the 
spring angle, so the goods 
are not dropped or stuck

1.Adjust the angle of the spring or replace it 　

2.replace goods 　

Touch screen 
is broken

The machine not connect to 
ground

1.If the touch failure occurs intermittently, check the grounding of the 
external screen 　

The touch frame of the touch 
screen is damaged 1.replace the touch screen 　

Touch Screen is 

1.Turn off the machine and turn it on three hours. 　
2.Wait for 3 hours with power on 　

3.Please replce the touch screen if the fault can’t solved by 1,2

4.Customer are advised not to turn off the machine to reduce the 
probality of stuck. 　

Common Issues and Solutions(Vending Machine)
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Pallet is 
tilted

Plastic parts on the rail 
may break

1.Replace the plastic parts

The copper posts that 
hold the plastic parts on 
the rails may break

1.Replace the rail

1.This chart is a way of communication for maintenance.                                                                                                           
2.The content will continue to be updated.

The 
motor 

not 
work

No connection, the signal 
line is broken. 1.Replace the signal line

Driverboard is broken 1.Repkace the driverboard

24v power box damaged 1.Replace the power box
Pallet cable not plugged in 
properly 1.Detect pallet links

Motherboard is broken 1. Replace the motherboard

No 
Network 
Connect

ion

The SIM card arreas 1.Recharge the card 
The SIM card is broken 1.Replace the DSIM card
No internet connection 1.Detect local signal
Router is broken 1.Replace the router
Motherboard is broken 1.Replace the touch screen
Motherboard configuration 
is faulty

1.Find out the set of the motherboard and choose the 
Internet.

Anatenna is broken 1.Replace the anatenna 



High-precision digital multimeter vc890d, 
the commonly used function buttons are 
as follows.

To measure the DC voltage, first set the 
gear to DC 200v, insert the red test lead 
into the vΩ and temp jacks, and the 
black test lead into the com jack, and 
start measuring the 9v battery voltage. 
The red test lead is connected to the 
positive electrode, and the black test 
lead is connected to the negative 
electrode. The measurement result is 
about 10v, indicating that the battery is 
good.

Instrustion of Avometer



To measure the AC voltage, 

first set the gear to AC 750v, 

insert the red test lead into 

the vΩ and temp jacks, and 

the black test lead into the 

com jack, and start 

measuring the AC voltage, 

which is normally around 

220v.

For diode measurement, 
first set the gear to the 
diode and on-off gears, 
insert the red test lead into 
the vΩ and temp jacks, and 
the black test lead into the 
com jack. If the screen 
shows that the buzzer 
matches, press select to 
switch. key, the diode 
symbol is displayed on the 
screen, and the diode can 
be measured.

For on-off measurement, first 

switch the gear to the diode 

and on-off gears, insert the 

red test lead into the vΩ and 

temp jacks, and the black test 

lead into the com jack. If the 

diode symbol is displayed on 

the screen, press the select 

switch button, Switch to the 

buzzer to measure continuity.

Instrustion of Avometer



To measure the DC current, 
first set the gear to 20a, 
insert the red test lead into 
the 2ma jack, the black plug 
into the com jack, connect 
the multimeter in series with 
the circuit under test, and 
measure the current.

Instrustion of Avometer



THANKS!
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